This article tries to analyze splinter groups of Islamic religion in Indonesia. Islamization in Indonesia has been building in the framework of universal values that containes democracy, i.e. hifdz-din, hifdz-nafs, hifdz-nasl, hifdz-mal, and hifdz-aql 
A. Introduction
Religious splinter movements, which have been coming to appear lately, are a result of life crisis whether in the dimension of economy, politic or social.
This crisis influences spiritual dimension of any individuals as well as groups, and even, they begin to look into "new" spirituality that they perceive of having wisdom. Such spirituality is conceived as really the truth so that when some people pose question on it along with fatwa from religious institution simply tensions is going to arise and trap them into violence.
Tensions need not to happen if understanding of religiosity takes place on the perspective of perennial philosophy. With this philosophy, it can be understood complexities of religion which should be accepted as relative, limited, partial and not comprehensive. 1 It means religion has form as well as substance.
When the substance of religion presents into our life, it comes with bordered form so that religion is at once universal and particular. For this, the form is relative although content of the substance is absolute. Bearing on perennial philosophy for understanding religion, particularly Islam, is an attempt of keeping off narrow outlook while at the same time opening new horizon, that religion will remain on its role as to liberate people. Prospektif, No. 1, Vol. 4, 1992, hal. 87-88. 4 Merle C. Ricklefs, "Islamising Java: The Long Shadow of Sultan Agung", in Archipel, Vol. I, No. 56, 1998a, p. 469-482. 5 M.C. Ricklefs the creature and the Creator) as the power of God (Ilahiah) 7 . The power of Ilahiah which is sticky in the manunggaling kawula-gusti constitutes a symbol that the king does not have to be responsible for the policy he has made, while the governed people simply has to affirm whatever the king wanted. Such power of magic-religious symbolizes the fate of people which is fully dependent on the king's vision. A king with good vision will take any efforts to build prosperous life, and on the contrary a careless king of course will only cause poverty.
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The Manunggaling kawula-gusti is a discourse of spiritual curiosity of religion through mystic. This phenomenon is acknowledged within the philosophy of perennial. When life experienced a kind of upheaval, because of structural changes whether in economy or in politic which stressed the life of individual, practices of religion is influenced in term of Shari'ah. This upheaval then needs to be balanced by tracing the way of religion through mystic 9 . In their view, the way of mystic is a realistic way to avoid physiological stresses, because this way habituates the power of spiritual (mujahadah), spiritual sight (musyahadah) and empathy. 10 The top of this way of mystic is ability to face the God. Experience to be together with the God is well known as wahdat al-wujud.
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The very personal nature of religious experience above then spread out to build a community, namely the sect of tarekat. IX, 1992, p. 9-13. 13 Since the beginning of the spread of Islam in Java, there has been conflict between traditional Javanese mysticism (the Mystic of Java) and orthodox legalistic Islam (Pure Islam). Conflict, in one hand, shows the power of Islam as the rahmatan lil alamin, (blessing for the universe); that although different in 'sect' still one is considered as being a true Muslim. However, in other hand, it results negatively for often to be said tha Islamization in Indonesia has not yet been fully comprehensive. See S. Soebardi, "Santri-religious Elements as Reflected in the Book of Tjentini", in Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-en Volkenkunde (BKI), No. 127, 1971, p. 331-349. 14 Since young PB IV has been making good relationship with ulamas around Surakarta, and it makes him easier to build political ties when he became Sunan. PB IV had been with Kyai Imam Syuhada (1745-1843) from Pesantren Wanareja, Bekonang for learning religion. Imam Syuhada is a son of Kyai Trunasura, Bagelen, and grandchild of Kyai Ageng Baidlowi, Purwareja. Imam Syuhada earns his religious education from his parents and from the pesantren of his grand father in Purwareja. Imam Syuhada then searching for knowledge in Pesantren of Jatisaba, under the supervisory of Kyai Khotib Iman. The chief of this pesantren was also abdi dalem ulama (the ulama of the palace Kasunanan) which was in charge to become Khatib (lecturer in Friday prayer) of the mosque of the biggest (Masjid Agung). When Imam Syuhada was ordered to build pesantren in Wanareja, he got support from PB IV, included ompak (the resting pole), soko (pole), mustaka (head), (podium) The principle of manunggaling kawula-gusti converted to the area of politic was an attempt to establish political unity at that time that the ruling can operate the function of control mechanism for establishing political stability and security.
16 However, such practice of politic as that in fact just grew up a centralistic absolute power and also became the reason for defending status quo. elites. Their political pressure to the communities of religion had forced the latter 15 The palace of Kasunanan was encircled from three directions: from the south, by the troops of Hamengkubuwana I; from the north, by the troops of Mangkunegara I; and from the west by the troops of the Netherlands. The demands were to persecute to dead ulamas of personal advisor PB IV. 'Civil Society', 'Region', and 'Crisis', (Yogyakarta: Pustaka Pelajar, 2004), p. 40. the Indonesian Council for Islamic Predication (DDII), a body that had been established in 1967 by Muhammad Natsir and other former leaders of the Masyumi party. Kristenisasi in global term, as part of a wider Jewish-Christian conspiracy against Islam. They became increasingly interest in the confrontations between Muslims and superior enemies that appeared to be taking place across the globe….
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Implication of the above political style of Soekarno and Soeharto was the disappearance of the typology sect or the splinter movements. What came to appear then was the encounter between Islamic ideology and global power.
According to Agus Muhammad, 23 to destroy Islam in order not to be threatening the consolidation of the Order it was conducted with in three ways, namely: (1) destroying Islamic groups as political force which is against the ruling, by way of repression or to stigmatize 'Islam' as an ideology to change Pancasila; (2) When Soeharto collapsed, and the corridor of democracy opened with the consciousness of developing plural society, there came into being three religious groups, namely (1) the typology of moderate; (2) the literal with fundamentalist nuance, that is the will of forcing Islamic shari'ah law, and (3) the splinter sect.
The typology of splinter is obvious within the sects of Ahmadiyah, Salamullah, Isa Bugis, Baha'i, shalat dua rakaat di Jatim, Madi di Palu, al-Qur'an Suci, dan alQiyadah al-Islamiyah, whereas the typology of literal or fundamentalist are those groups who are against the global capitalist power.
In political perspective, the appearance of such splinter sects is to take advantage of state political changes which is opening the corridor of democracy The era of reformation opened the chance for any groups of religion to carry out political as well as religious movements. In such situation, groups of religion or religious study groups were urged to conduct gatherings internally as well as with other different groups of religious understanding along with their masses. This tendency on one hand is really supporting the plurality. However, in other hand this also makes sure that deviation from the mainstream is happening. 28 There are two aspects indicated to cause the awakening, namely: (1) splinter movements take advantage of the state political changes, (2) there some established political power that wants to establish political ife mre "plural", and this increasingly open the chance to the awakening of splinter movements.
Phenomena that are observable in this era of reformation are that splinter movements chose to free themselves off from politics compared with those of religious fundamentalism groups. This sort of leaving off the politic is actually their intention not to disturb the politic of government, and at the same time they are perceive to be a form of plurality in response to the issues of militant-ism However, it is naïve that the giving the symbol of "deviant" changes to the symbol of violence. Burning of houses of religious, destroying houses and torture to its adherent are forms of violence, which is perennially can or according to right of human being not be legitimized, since the splinters are still believing in "The Lord" and "The" One. 30 In this context, Komaruddin Hidayat says:
Pertaining to faith….which rooted in the heart and thought which shaped by learning and life experiences it is really not easy to be subjected and being judged. However, it does not mean… that their believes can not be converted…movement such as Ahmadiyah and Lia Aminuddin and the like are judged of being deviate the understanding and the believes of the majority which have been honored and preserved…But to trap with the reason of disturbance…is problematic because its subjectivity.
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In fact, the doctrines believed by adherents of splinter movements are still likely to be converted into (Islamic) understanding of mainstream. Problems faced by such adherent among other things are limitation in understanding the "meaning", thereby they are of easily misunderstood by vocabularies of religious language without taking consideration of sociological reality. Formulations of religious language than are abused by leader of splinter groups, even to force the practice of day to day religious life so that such formulation of religious language faces social realities controversies appeared in turn. symbols and values that it's nuance will also present in every places, influences and forms the structure of culture, economy, politic and social. In such condition, it is hoped to appear the life that respect ortoprax and not being rigid to the formula of religious language, so that the step of self image or nahdah can be use to solve religious problems nowadays.
D. Conclusion
The appearance of splinter sects or movement lately, seen from historical perspective, is not a new phenomenon. Thought of splinter sect or movement in the past was bias, and from one time to another its nuance has been in line with political tendencies. In colonial era, appeared encounter between traditional Javanese mysticism and orthodox legalistic Islam. This encounter seems to be designed by the colonial to reduce the power of Islam. During the period of independency until the New Order, the sects of splinter had not attracted public attention, because they had not been in opposition to the government political mainstream, even the nuance of mystic was legalized by the government by recognizing the "aliran kepercayaan" (the sect of (Javanese) faith). In the era of reformation, splinter movements is dare to appear to the surface as a part of reformation euphoria, even outspokenly declared in opposition to the doctrine of Islam. The fatwa of being "deviate" given by some religious leaders has put them as the accused and made them being marginalized socially, whereas they still can be converted to the understanding of Islamic mainstream.
